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example, if the aim is to inform, the writer issue is "factuality," the reader issue is 

"surprise value;' and the subject-matter issue is "comprehensiveness:' 
The authors effectively combine the process and product approaches by providing a 

variety of product examples (by both professional and student writers) at the beginning 

of each chapter. Through questions and exercises students are guided through the 

prereading and on to the analysis phases of reading and thinking about those sample 
writings. Then students are taken step-by-step through the subsequent phases such as 

choosing a topic, inventing things to say about it, organizing the paper, and finally 

reshaping and polishing it. 
Each separate phase of the overall process is dealt with in the individual aims and 

modes chapters with a variety of exercises and suggestions. These exercises range from 

listmaking to interviewing to identifying the (1) method of evaluation, (2) hierarchy of 

values, and (3) faculties of evaluation in a sample piece of evaluative writing. 
Especially helpful to writing teachers, as well as students, with limited training in the 

forms and formats of non-humanities disciplines are some features of chapter 5, 

"Explaining and Proving:' This chapter includes discussion of statistical reports and 

case studies with exercises on identifying population, identifying rules of interpretation, 

and methodology for statistical studies, for example. 
Drawing on their own impressive scholarly research and combined years of expe

rience at different universities, Kinneavy (University of Texas at Austin), McCleary 

(~enesee Community College in New York) and Nakadate (Iowa State University) have 

produced a unique, attractively packaged, and eminently usable writing text 
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These two most recent books from Mike Rose bring some new perspectives to an old 

problem. In Writer's Block Rose notes that 10% of college students report that they 
block frequently (1). We have all listened to students with this complaint (not to 

mention colleagues) who claim first hand experience with writer's block. Rose describes 

his study of the cognitive problems of ten UCLA undergraduates, five high-blockers, 

five low-blockers, including a detailed analysis of two contrasting writers. The second 

book, edited by Rose, is a collection of essays from a variety of contributors ranging 

from a developmental psychologist to an applied linguist. 

In his research for Writer's Block Rose first videotaped, then interviewed students 

about their writing process as he and a student watched the video to stimulate recall. 

He measured blocking by the passage of time with "limited productive involvement" 
with the writing task, as opposed to delay for the purposes of weighing ideas about 

the writing. His analysis focuses primarily on cognitive issues, assuming that the 
writers have the requisite writing skills that are blocked and "some degree of alertness 
or effort" (3). 

The reasons for students' blocking are not surprising: "(1) the rules by which they 
guide their composing processes are rigid, inappropriately invoked, or incorrect; (2) 

their assumptions about composing are misleading; (3) they edit too early in the 
composing process; (4) they lack appropriate planning and discourse strategies or rely 

on inflexible o.r inappropriate strategies; (5) they invoke conflicting rules, assumptions, 

plans, and strategies; and (6) they evaluate their writing with inappropriate criteria or 

criteria that are inadequately understood:' Simply reading the list suggests strategies for 
teaching to avoid that kind of serious blocking as well as to remedy the condition. 

He points out that low-blockers also use rules, but their type of rules are those that 

spark fluency and flexibility. Not so with the high blockers. The variety of inflexible, 

unproductive rules internalized from nameless texts and teachers is predictable. A high 
blocker reports rules such as, "You're not supposed to have passive verbs;" word choice 

should not be "too easy;" "if you can singsong, it's not good stylistically:' I have heard 

similar "rules" from my college freshmen who seem to have taken in general guidelines 
as clay tablet equivalents. Conflicting rules were also a problem-faced eight times more 
often by high blockers. 
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While Rose sees the adherence to inflexible rules as a cognitive matter, I suspect that 
the high blockers' reliance on the rigid rules may be a non-cognitive developmental 
problem. This stage of writing development seems to be analogous to the dualist in 
William Perry's ethical developmental stages. Perry's dualists see the world primarily in 
terms of an external locus of control, the authority. Evidence of dependence on 
authority emerges in the high blockers' absolutist assumptions about how writing 
should occur, and in negative evaluations of their work. Rose's students, too, seem to 
be unable to recognize and deal with legitimate multiplicity of opinions and values, let 
alone relativism, at this stage of development, at least in writing. This parallel between 
Perry's dualists and Rose's high blockers is worth further investigation. 

Rose's collection, When A Writer Can't Write, looks beyond the cognitive ap
proaches. He acknowledges in the preface that the problem is multi-faceted, not just 
cognitive . Contributors write about elementary students through adult writers seeking 
psychiatric help for their writer's block. They also offer a wide spectrum of approaches. 

Specialized chapters deal with second language composing and application of speaking
aloud protocol analysis. 

In a chapter on research, John Daly summarizes studies on "writing apprehension;' 
emphasizing a multi-dimensional view of writing. His self-reporting instrument 
measuring writing apprehension has been used by grade-schoolers through adults. He 
reports on studies relating writing apprehension to various other factors including 
gender, standardized tests, and self-esteem. Two of the studies most interesting to me 
involved teachers. Claypool's research on secondary teachers found a high correlation 
between the infrequency of writing assignments and high writing apprehensive teach
ers. These teachers reported making only 7 writing assignments yearly as opposed to 
19.9 by low apprehensive teachers (52). In the second study, Gere, Schuessler, and 
Abbott found that "teachers' writing apprehension was positively related to their 
concerns that students use standard English (especially among female teachers and 
teachers in higher education), and inversely related to their judgment of the importance 
of linguistic maturity or the use of a wide variety of instructional techniques in the 
teaching of composition" (53). These findings have important implications for teacher 
education. 

Chapters by Reed Larson, a developmental psychologist, and Robert Boice, an 
experimental psychologist, take different approaches to the problem. Larson examined 
high school juniors' writing research papers, finding that enjoyment of the process was 
a strong, independent predictor of grades, regardless of basic abilities and experience. 
He related their enjoyment to the tightrope between boredom and anxiety: anxiety if 
students felt the performance requirements to be beyond their abilities, boredom if 
those requirements were beneath them. Boice described his behavioral treatment of 
adults with writing apprehension focusing on self-rewarding of writing behavior. Both 
approaches surely are transferrable to classrooms. 

Perhaps the most provocative chapters come from Donald Graves and Donald 
Murray who see writing blocks as more benign than the other contributors. Graves 
examines blocking in 6-9 year olds, concluding that it may be caused by a combination 
of developmental and environmental variables. He sees writer's block as arising "out of 
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children's development as writers" (2), particularly as children change their concepts of 
what is important to them in the writing process; use of page, process and information; 
and understanding of audience. He sees writer's block as a problem to be solved as 
children grow. For instance, he describes the way children change in their use of 
information as students move from complete egocentricity and a paucity of explanation 
to a complete narrative that Graves calls a "bed-to-bed-story:' Because teachers affect 
the environment in which students solve the problems, their understanding of the 
general order of development can be significant. He also cautions against overemphasis 
of one problem at the expense of the child's strengths. 

Perhaps viewing Rose's high blockers in his earlier study through Graves' and Perry's 
developmental models can alter teaching approaches to them. If indeed their develop
mental stage corresponds to Perry's dualists, we can help students move toward more 
mature attitudes. As Graves comments, "Teachers who know how writers change can 
help (students) through the normal pangs of composing and rejoice with them when 
they reach the other side of the impasse"(18). 

Murray also describes blocking as a stage, one which writers may experience with 
each piece of writing. His title, "The Essential Delay: When Writer's Block Isn't;' points 
to his premise that writers need five elements before they can write: information, 
insight, order, awareness of need both internal and external, and voice. Murray points 
out that writing cannot be hurried. Rather than feared, delay should be recognized as 
an essential element. This piece of wisdom is one frequently neglected in school-based 
writing. As difficult as the classroom management can be, we must provide for that 
kind of healthy delay. 

Rose's second volume, _even more than the first, makes an important contribution to 
our knowledge about writing. In his closing essay, he reminds us, "More than most 
other fields, ours-because of the complexity of the phenomena it studies and because 
of its many connections with both theoretical and applied concerns - demands the 
convergence of insight and method from multiple disciplines." (252) I found this 
conclusion a healthy antidote to the narrow focus of the first book. 




